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instructional processes gathered through student and faculty
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national indicators, supplemented by transcript studies and
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FOREWORD
This is the fourth report NCES has published as part of its planning to develop a process for
the assessment of college student learning. The effort is in direct support of Objective 5 of
National Education Goal 5. Goal 5 reads, By the year 2000, every adult American will be
literate and will possess the knowledge and sidlls necessary to compete in a global society
and exercise the rights and responsibilities of citizenship. Objective 5 is more specific. It
reads, the proportion of college graduates who demonstrate an advanced ability to think
critically, communicate effectively, and solve problems will increase substantially.
Earlier papers reported on results of planning conferences held in November of 1991 and
1992. Participants, when asked about the direct assessment of college student learning,
outlined three steps:
1.

identification of the necessary set of skills and the expected levels of learning for
each,

2.

identification of staff training needs, and if necessary, develcpment of instructional
strategies in support of the teaching/learning of these skills, and

3.

conducting direct assessment of these skills in a manner that is consistent with student
learning and potential use of the identified skills.

However, several participants suggested that direct assessment of college student learning is
not the only strategy available. Indirect measures, more specifically the use of good teaching
practices, may also be an effective and efficient approach to assessing at least some aspects
of college student learning. This paper was commissioned by NCES to review the feasibility
and utility of using teaching practices as indidators of student learning. Authors Peter Ewell
and Dennis Jones have written and consulted extensively on assessment in postsecondary
education. They present a well researched and thorough review of good teaching practices
that may be used as a measure of the curriculum students had an opportunity to learn for
assessment purposes. This report is a valuable addition to the information base that will be
used by NCES to develop a means of assessing colle3e student learning.

For more information on earlier publications, or comments on this one, contact Sal Corrallo,
NCES Project Planning Director, Room 306E, 555 New Jersey Avenue NW, Washington,
D.C. 20208, (202) 219-1913 (Voice) or (202) 219-1801 (FAX).

Emerson J. Elliott
Commissioner of Education Statistics

ABSTRACT

A Preliminary Study of the Feasibility and Utility for National
Policy of Instructional "Good Practice" Indicators in
Undergraduate Education
This document addresses the feasibility of developing a range of indicators of "good
practice" in undergraduate education that might be suitable for collection on a national basis
consistent with the collegiate attainment objective (5.5) of the National Education Goals.
Specifically, the document presents results of a focused review of the empirical research
literature on general collegiate skills attainment intended to, a) assess the degree to which
information on instructional practices, environments, and student experiences are reliably
related to the development of critical thinking, communications, and problem-solving skills;
and b) to identify and assess available data-gathering instruments and approaches that might
be efficiently used to gather information about good practices in undergraduate education on
a national basis.

Three specific informational domains were examined for their linkages with outcomes. The
review of institutional requirements covered the relationship between outcomes and specific
curricular requirements or coursetaking patterns, particular instructional designs, and
expected levels of student performance. The review of instructional practices covered similar
associations with class size and structure, specific classroom activities and behaviors, and
influences of the wider institutional environment. The review of student behavior covered
relationships between outcomes and student time-on-task, quality of effort, and overall
involvement. Strongest empirical linkages were noted for "active learning" classroom
practices, for broad levels of student involvement in the institutional environment, and for
high student time-on-task and quality of effort. A brief review of evidence for the validity of
self-reported cognitive development was undertaken that suggested moderate but reliable
associations between self-reports and directly-measured cognitive skill levels. Available
mechanisms for gathering information about educational practices and student exrieriences
also were examined including administrative records, surveys of institutional practice,
transcript and coursetaking methodologies, faculty surveys, and student surveys.
Overall conclusions drawn were that indicators based on student behaviors and "active
learning" instructional processes gathered through student and faculty questionnaires would
be mest promising for development as potential national indicators, supplemented by
transcript studies and assessments of typical college examinations and assignments.
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PREFACE
This document provides initial guidance on the feasibility of developing statistical indicators
of good practice in undergraduate postsecondary education, consistent with the need to report
progress in meeting collegiate skills attainment objectives as stated in the National Education
-Goals. Specifically, the document examines documented empirical linkages between
information on instructional practices and student experiences, and collegiate attainment; and
identifies available mechanisms for gathering such information; tiased on a review of the
research literature on student outcomes in higher education. This project is part of a larger
effort by NCES to develop appropriate indicators of Collegiate outcomes consistent with the
National Education Goals.

The document was prepared by the National Center for Higher Education Management
Systems (NCHEMS) for the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) as Subtasks
13.2 and 13.3 pursuant to contract #RN910600.01 with Synectics for Management Decisions,
Inc., under order numbers SYN-132-NCHEMS and SYN-133-NCHEMS. Section III of the
document constitutes the substance of the required deliverable for Subtask 13.3, and Section
IV constitutes the substance of the required deliverable for Subtask 13.2.

The principal author of the document was Peter T. Ewell, Senior Associate at NCHEMS.
Contributing to the project were Cheryl D. Lovell, Paula Dressler, and Dennis P. Jones of
the NCHEMS staff.
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A Preliminary Study of the Feasibility and Utility for National
Policy of Instructional "Good Practice" Indicators in
Undergraduate Education
The National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS)

I. Background and Purpose
Since 1990, resource groups centered on each of the National Education Goals have met
repeatedly to help determine how progress in attaining them might systenutically be tracked
on a national basis, and a number of preliminary progress reports have been issued. Among
the most challenging goal areas in this respect has been collegiate achievement--in the
language of the Goal 5.5, the ability of graduating college seniors to "think critically,
communicate effectively, and solve problems."
Concerns about collegiate achievement, especially in its general education component, have
also been raised in other quarters. Since the mid-1980's, pioneered by the Involvement in
Learning report of the Department of Education's Study Group on the Conditions of
Excellence in American Higher Education (NIE 1984), both institutions and state
governments have undertaken initiatives to assess and iMprove the common component of the
college curriculum. Partly this is response to internal academic concerns, but more
insistently it is a reaction to the increasing salience of communications and problem-solving
skills in future workforce needs--needs as expressed, for instance, in the report of the
Secretary's Commission on Acquiring Necessary Skills (SCANS) of the Department of
Labor. References to this wider set of issues suggests that an appropriate national
assessment of collegiate skills-- regardless of what is explicitly called for in the National
Goals--cannot proceed in isolation.

To date, the primary thrust of national discussion regarding the assessment of collegiate sldlls
has centered on the development of a performance-based examination. It is the primary
recommendation of the Goal 5 Resource Group that such an examination be developed and
in-depth conferences on its content and design involving background papers and extensive
discussion have already taken place under the sponsorship of the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES). Thes:. activities confirm that the development of such an
examination will be a long and difficult process. Among the many issues involved in its
development will be the following:

high costs and long timelines for development. Past experience in developing
meaningful postsecondary assessments of collegiate skills of the kind recommended by
the National Goals Panel suggests that a timeline of at least five years will be
required. This experience also suggests that to develop, validate, and pilot the kinds
of complex, performance-based exercises required for such an examination will be an
expensive undertaking. The technical properties of such assessments are complex and
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in many cases unknown: standard validity and reliability measures are hard to apply
and the results are often subject to unknown and uncontrollable biases. Growing
experience with assessing college student populations, moreover, suggests that
motivating students to participate and to do their best may be a major problem. All
these challenges, no doubt, can be overcome, but the process will take time and
money. Meanwhile, if information about higher education is to inform national
policy, it must be collected by other means.

the need to gn consensus about specific domain abilities. As noted by the Goal Five
Technical Panel, the first step in designing an appropriate natio:al assessment of
collegiate skills will be a consensus-building process. Identified abilities of "critical
thinking, communication, and problem-solving", while broadly understood, are
operationally ill-specified and are currently embodied in quite different kinds of
assessments. Building consensus will take time: a recently-issued NCES RFP intended
to begin the assessment design process by specifying domain, for instance, allocates
eighteen months to this process. Wider conversations about future workforce needs
and the need to improve practice in undergraduate study more generally, moreover,
suggest that the specific domain content of the Naticial Goals should not be given too
narrow a construction. In the light of these larger public issues, disCrete tests of
disembodied abilities--no matter how technically sound--cannot in themselves meet the
needs of future national policy.
the need to direct policy action. One historical drawback to the utility of cognitive
assessment results in the improvement of postsecondary education-- despite their often
sound construction--is the difficulty of linking such results to prior educational
experiences that can be effectively manipulated through policy action. Valid test
scores can indicate rather precisely what has been accomplished and where
deficiencies exist, but they often provide little guidance about what can and should be
done. This appears particularly to be the case for the kinds of broad, higher-order
abilities noted in the National Goals.
These drawbacks have led a number of observers--including the original National Goals
Panel Resource Group for Goal Five--to recommend development of additional national
indicators of instructional practices in higher education to supplement more direct cognitive
assessments of collegiate abilities. This case rests on two main grounds. First, such
indicators may provide important additional information which can help policymakers make
sense of the findings of end-point assessments. If their validity can be established, such
indicators might not only "supplement" information derived from direct performance
measures, but can be useful in their own right. Except as a pure benchmark of progress, it
makes little policy sense to collect outcomes information in the absence of information on
key processes that are presumed to contribute to the result. Higher education, moreover, is
particularly in need of national information about contexts and processes because of its
enormous variety. Not only do colleges and universities exist in many forms with diverse
2
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educational missions, but unlike the situation typical of K-12 education, there is little
curricular commonality in the experiences of college students. Given this situation,
information on outcomes alone is virtually uninterpretable in the absence of information
about key experiences.
Second, a set of indicators tied to important instructional practices provides clear policy
leverage for action. A major difficulty of outcomes-based performance funding experiments
in higher education has been has been relative lack of direction about where to invest
resources to obtain best results (see for example, Banta 1986). More effective in causing
meaningful change have been categorical or marginal funding mechanisms targeted directly
on fostering instructional actions that previous research has found to be effective (Jones and
Folger 1993). A set of national benchmarks about key experiences and conditions in general
education, therefore, might be of considerable value in determining the degree to which
colleges and universities are willing and able to act consistently with the national goals.
The purpose of this document is to present results of a background study intended to assess
The initial feasibility of collecting additional benchmark data of this kind. Specific purposes
of the project were:
to explore through a review of the research literature on college outcomes, the
validity of "good practice" indicators as proxy measures of student cognitive
attainment and/or as important sources of policy information to help achieve higher
levels of cognitive attainment.
to identify specifically a number of potential data-gathering mechanisms that
incorporate "good practice" indicators, and present their strengths and weaknesses as
candidates for eventual inclusion in a national data- collection system to track
progress on Goal 5.5.

Results of these tasks are presented in Sections III and IV respectively, which constitute the
core of the document. Section II provides an overview of sources consulted and the
methodological issues that arose. Section V summarizes the study's conclusions and reviews
some next steps that should be considered.

II. Issues, Methods and Sources
A study of this kind by its very nature will encounter at least three obstacles. First, the
specific contents of the cognitive "outcome" domains in question--"critical thinking,
communication, and problem-solving"--have not yet been fully identified. Defining this
domain more precisely is a principal task of the recent NCES RFP, and although much
preliminary work has been done in the context of two NCES study-design workshops, much
remains to be accomplished. Meanwhile, considerable empirical work has already proceeded
3
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in the absence of a commonly-defined criterion variable. Second, the range of possible
"good practices" and conditions that might be explored in conjunction with this domain is
vast. Choices, therefore, had to be made about which particular areas appeared most
promising from both an empirical and a policy point of view. Finally, the literature on
collegiate outcomes is large, diffuse, and methodologically uneven. Fortunately, it has also
bsc-en reviewed before on a number of occasions--though not with such a specific purpose in
mind. As a result, this review was able to benefit greatly from prior work in determining
particular empirical studies to examine in greater depth.

A. liefininte_au tcomes Domain
Despite considerable discussion, disagreement remains about the precise specification of the
abilities noted in Goal 5.5. In brief, these issues are of three kinds.

Problems with Core Definitions. Multiple paradigms for specifying the content of
"critical thinking and pi-oblem-solving" have arisen historically, owing largely to the different
disciplinary roots of particular approaches. Recently, two .NCES study-design workshops
made considerable progress in achieving consensus on the nature of this underlying ability,
including the recognition that "critical thinking" and "problem-solving" should be viewed in
the context of a single, comprehensive construct (Facione 1992).
1.

Absent this recent consensus, differences in perspective have, of course, colored past
empirical work on the topic. There are a number of useful reviews of critical-thinking
definitions that outline these distinctions (e.g., Jones 1993a, McMillan 1987, Kurfiss 1988).
Kurfiss' (1988) analysis, for example, reveals three main topic areas--a) "informai logic"
that principally involves the construction and critique of arguments b) "cognitive processing"
that principally involves how an individual "constructs meaning" from a given set of
information, and c) "development of intellect" that principally involves identifiable chars
in a given individual's metacognitive attributes through a number of distinct but increasingly
sophisticated "stages" ,over time. The majority of such conceptualizations of critical
thinking, however, have evolved formally and individually-- that is, their specification
resulted from an a priori set of individual philosophical positions, each resulting in a unique
taxonomy of abilities. An alternative approach to defining the domain is empirical. A
project recently commissioned by the American Philosophical Association (APA), for
instance, evolved a consensual description of critical thinking as "purposeful, self-regulatory
judgment" involving the possession and deployment of both cognitive abilities and affective
dispositions, using a multi-round Delphi piocess conducted among forty-six critical-thinking
scholars (Facione 1990, 1992). Among the specific cognitive abilities noted in this
formulation are, interpretation, analysis, evaluation, inference, explanatiou, and
self-regulation. Basic contents of the domain identified in this project were broadly
confirmed by the NCES Study Design Workshops.

4
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Whatever their particular views on details of the ability, the majority of those attempting to
delineate the domain of critical thinking have maintained that its underlying properties are
both general and teachable: that is, they can be applied to a wide range of problem-solving
situations and they can be positively influenced by instruction designed specifically to
enhance these abilities (e.g., Paul 1992; Paul, Nosich and Fisher 1992; Halpern 1992;
Facione 1992). Most also note that true possession of the ability consists of bdth a basic
competence and a disposition to Ing it appropriately (e.g., Facione 1990, Gray 1993). Paul's
(1984) notion of "weak-sense" critical thinking; for instance, rests largely upon a
construction of the ability as a "technical" skill that can be deployed or not at will, while his
view of critical thinking in its "strong sense" involves an imperative to ad appropriately
(including the disposition to consciously adopt and examine the points of view of others) that
cannot be so avoided. Ennis (1985) also argues that the test of action is key--and that critical
thinking is visible primarily in "decisions about what to believe or do." They agree,
moreover, that its primary area of deployment is broad and non-specific--in addressing what
Paul (1984) terms "the messy problems of everyday life" (p.5).
Definitional complexities of this kind are far fewer for the domain of communications. Most
commentators, however, recognize Several distinct dimensions of this ability, including being
able to receive information as well as simply transmit it (e.g., reading and listening skills)
and a distinction between formal and group-oriented (interpersonal) communication (Jones
1993b). As in the case of critical thinking, most also add judgmental and dispositional
qualities to purely technical capacities by including such attributes as a sense of audience or
the ability to shift communications strategies to match the needs of changing contexts (Daly
1992).

2. Interdependence of Domain Dimensions. The other side of attaining broad definitional

consensus, of course, is the common inability to distinguish effectively among various
domain dimensions. This difficulty is the most pronounced for critical thinking and problemsolving--although there is a slight tendency for commentators to view the latter as slightly
more "applied" and quantitative (Jones 1993a; Kurfiss 1988). Viewed operationally,
however, many believe the underlying qualities of these two Goal 5.5 traits to be essentially
the same (e.g., Nummedal 1991, Halpern 1992), a conclusion also reached by the
empirically-based Delphi study, conducted under the auspices of the APA (Facione 1990).
Once communication moves beyond the technical ability to transmit information, moreover,
it also becomes strongly intertwined with analytical skills (Daly 1992). Good
communicators, most agree, require the ability to synthesize material, to draw appropriate
conclusions, and to analyze the messages of others (Jones 1993b). "Explanation," moreover,
is cited as one of the six core critical thinking skills in the Delphi Study (Facione 1990).
Indeed, a conclusion reached by the two NCES study-design workshops was the need to
conceptualize Goal 5.5 abilities from a unitary perspective--as a set of related sub-abilities
within a single core concept.
Many of these interdependencies are empirically visible in strong empirical correlations
between performances on "critical thinking" tasks and more general measures of ability
5
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(McMillan 1987). Mc Peck (1981), for instance, shows strong associations between
performance on the commonly-used Watson-Glaser Test of Critical Analysis and more
general IQ measures. Recent studies that cross-tested students on a range of
commercially-available collegiate general education assessment instruments (e.g., Thorndike
1990, Banta and Pike 1989) have found much the same thing: the results of each are highly
related to the rest no matter which "subskill" is being purportedly measured, and the
correlations of all with assessments of prior ability are substantial. Similar relationships have
been establishl between performance on a range of critical thinking instruments and a
student's stage of cognitive development as operationalized through the Bloom developmental
taxonomy (Cano 1993, Cano and Martinez 1991), or through the Perry-based Reflective
Judgenient Interview (Mines, King, Hood and Wood 1990). Such interdependencies,
together with the extremely broad nature of the ability being specified (Pace 1979), probably
account for the relatively small gains in critical thinking that have been reported empirically
among college students (e.g., McMillan 1987; Whit la 1978; Winter, McClelland and Stewart
1981; Pascarella 1989) after statistical controls for prior student ability are applied.

3. Problems in Generalizing Across Contexts. A final area of some dispute is the degree to
which learned "generic" abilities can in fact be deployed effectively across different settings
or whether, in fact, altered contexts define a new and different skill. Critical thinking
commentators tend to conceptually duck the question by including the ability to shift contexts
as an explicit attribute of the trait itself (e.g., Paul 1984, Ennis 1985). Empirically,
however, there is evidence that this is not only difficult, but perhaps inappropriate as well.
Recognizing this difficulty, more recent conceptualizations of critical thinking have
incorporated the need for domain-specific knowledge and how it should be appropriately
deployed as a central aspect of the ability (e.g., Facione 1990).
Probably the most commonly-cited problem is that of generalizing such abilities across
disciplines (Kurfiss 1988, McMillan 1987). Considerable experimental evidence suggests that
the actual operations and constructs labelled "critical thinking" in each discipline may in fact
be distinctive, and ought therefore to be assessed independently (e.g., Campione and
Armbruster 1985; Weinstein 1990; Chipman, Segal and Glaser 1985). Illustrating the
difficulty nicely is a study by DeLisi and Staudt (1980) in which students in different
disciplines attained equivalent levels of "formal reasoning" but only by doing well in
problems related to their own fields of study. As a result, many "general" measures of
cross-cutting collegiate abilities attempt deliberately to spiral items and tasks from a wide
range of disciplinary contexts in any given assessment.

Other elements of context have also been raised as having a marked affect on the assessment
of generic critical-thinking/problem-solving skills. Reflecting the notion of "disposition" as
an important component of the core ability, for instance, students may choose not to use
skills previously learned in one context simply because they are not actively prompted to do
so in another (Perfetto, Bransford and Franks 1983). In short, "contextual validity" remains
a problem for the assessment of any generic ability, and generalizations about what is

6
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empirically linked to this ability should be made with special care (Mentkowski and Rogers
1988).

Given these issues, and the fact that, common definitions of the abilities noted in Goal 5.5
have not yet emerged, the course chosen for this focused review was highly inclusive. Any
study that attempted to link particular attributes of the instructional environment or behavior
with broad thinking or analytical skills using appropriate statistical controls was considered a
candidate for inclusion.

B. Defining "Good Practice"
A similar problem was encountered in delimiting factors potentially related to core abilities
that might usefully serve a national indicators system. While cognitive indicators are
conceptually straightforward (at least at first), many different kinds of statistics have been
proposed as "indirect" measures of academic progress.

A first important point, of course, is that all indicators of educational attainment are in some
sense "indirect." Purpose-built, performance-based assessments of areas of knowledge and
skill are no exception, and must not be confused with the actual entity that they purport to
represent. But less immediate varieties of potential indicators are of two very different kinds
(Ewell and Jones 1991). On the one hand, useful and reliable statistics for "tracking
progress" might be developed that are highly correlated with cognitive abilities, without
being causally related to the enhancement of these abilities. Examples include the results of
other, more easily administered, examinations known to be related to the traits in question,
and student self-reports. "Proxy" indicators of this kind are commonly used in other fields
to document trends, but their major drawback is that they cannot generally be used to inform
policy. On the other/hand, useful indicators might be developed consistent with an
underlying philosophy that knowledge of educational inputs and processes is worth obtaining
in its own right, so long as evidence exists that these are broadly related to cognitive
attainment. If such an approach is followed, the policy dividend is not only the opportunity
to track progress but also to inform action. In identifying potentially useful indicators of
"good practice," the latter is the predominant focus of this paper, but the former is far from
excluded.

Specific classes of potential indicators consistent with this philosophy were identified through
a number of sources. These included national reports on the hallmarks of effective
undergraduate instruction (e.g., ME 1984, AAC 1985, Chickering and (iamson 1987), as
well as widely influential research-based syntheses of practices designed to improve
collegiate teaching and learning (e.g., Astin 1985, Gamson and Associates 1984). Together,
these sources suggested three broad categories of potential interest in the development of
"good practice" indicators (Ewell and Jones 1991):

7
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Institutional Requirements. Indicators in this class would be intended to address the
degree to which undergraduate requirements contain curricular features expected to be
associated with collegiate attainment in the areas of critical thinldng, communications or
problem-solving. Examples include:
1.

-

specific proficiencies required for attainment of the baccalaureate degree--for
example, explicit demonstrations of writing, speaking, computational ability, foreign
.language proficiency, etc.
specific types of experiences required for attainment of the baccalaureate degree--for
example, is it possible for students to graduate without having written a major
research paper, taken a math course, taken a laboratory science or taken a foreign
language?
specific "capstone" or other integrative experiences required for graduation--for
example, an internship, problem-oriented senior seminar, or senior thesis or project.

2. Instructional "Good Practices." Indicators in this class would be intended to address the

degree to which typical student instructional experiences are consistent with established
principles of good practic.: in undergraduate teaching (e.g., Chickering and Gamson 1987,
Angelo and Cross 1993)--for example "active learning", frequent "feedback" on
performance, or frequent student/faculty contact. Examples include:
typical class-sizes encountered in lower-division courses--for example, how likely is it
that a lower-division student (or first- term freshman) is enrolled in at least one class
with fifteen or fewer students, in which "active participation" is likely?
instructional experiences reported by students as typical of their undergraduate
coursework--for example, frequency of writing or speaking required, levels of
participation in group study or explicit problem-solving experiences, amount and type
of out-of- class work required per week, numbers of assignments requiring outside
independent work, or the proportion of course final examinations taken that required
an essay or problem-solving component.
additional out-of-class experiences reported by students as typical of their
undergraduate experience--for example, frequency of out- class-contact with faculty
memb ris, active participation in faculty research projects, participation in on- or
off-campus work related to their course of study, participation in group study,
frequency of independent college-related research or study, or frequency of tutoring
another student.
3. Student Behaviors and Self-Reported Gains. Indicators in this class would be intended to

address the degree to which students report behaviors and outcomes consistent with good
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practice in undergraduate instruction--and particularly in the acquisition of critical thinking,
communications, or problem-solving skills. Examples include:

student use of time ("time on task") in selected areas--for example, reading, writing,
working mathematical or scientific problems, talking in class, talking with other
students about class-related material, or working on ineependent research or library
assignments.
student self-reported gains in selected areas--for example analytical/problem-solving
skills, oral and written communications, ability to think critically, or ability to work
cooperatively.

student self-reports regarding their reactions to college-level work--for example, the
proportion of current college students reporting being actively challenged by their
classes cr out-of-class assignments, or the level of self-reported interest and
involvement in academic matters.
This initial taxonomy of potential "good practice" indicators was used explicitly to guide the
review process reported in Sections III and IV below.

C. Approaching the Research Literature
The research literature on collegiate outcomes is both large and varied, and it has been
reviewed many times before. As a result, a two-staged strategy was employed to conduct
this focused review--beginning with more general treatments of the literature to identify a
smaller set of promising studies P d evidence-gathering approaches for investigation in
greater depth. Available empirical literature is also affected by a number of typical
methodological caveats that limit the conclusions that can be drawn. As a result, several
principles were developed for conducting the review and for determining whether and how
particular findings should be reported.
1. Sources Consulted. As noted, a two-staged process was used to identify individual
studies that might establish empirical linkages between one or more identified "good
practice" elements and particular cognitive outcomes consistent with Goal 5.5. A similar
process was used to identify and inventory individual instruments or methods that might be
used to gather data as part of a national indicators system.

The first stage of the search process involved examining extant reviews of empirical studies.
Most helpful here were recent comprehensive reviews of the collegiate outcomes literature by
Pascarella and Terenzini (1991) and Pascarella (1985). Second in importance were a set of
somewhat older compendiums of studies of collegiate impact including those of Feldman and
Newcomb (1969), Bowen (1977), Pace (1979), and Lenning and Associates (1974). While
broadly useful, findings reported here were generally limited by the fact that relevant studies
9
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were conducted more than twenty years ago and were largely confined to traditional,
residential, full-time student populations. A final group of secondary sourzes consulted at
this stage consisted of specialized reviews of findings within specific subject areas like
critical thinking (e.g., McMillan 1987; Beck, Bennett, McLeod, and Molyneaux 1992) or
communications (e.g., Daly 1992), that summarized results from the point of view of
effective teaching practice (McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin and Smith 1986; Cole 1982), or that
reviewed findings from a particular policy perspective (e.g., Ewell 1988).
In parallel, computer searches were run on the ERIC Clearinghouse database and other
periodicals indices, using keywords such as "critical thinking," "analysis," "thinking skills",
"problem-solving," "communications," and "cognitive development." These uncovered
additional unpublished studies of interest, as well as others that were sufficiently recent that
they could not be included in published reviews. At the same time, tables of contents for the
last two years were examined for each of the higher education research journals, and for
leading journals in educational research and educational psychology.
Specific studies that investigated empirical linkages between one or more "good practice"
factors and cognitive outcomes arising from this preliminary review were then examined in
greater depth to determine, a) the nature and strength of the association (e.g., direct or
indirect), b) the instruments used and the study's setting (including both student population
and institutional context), and c) particular aspects of the study design employed (e.g., the
use of before/after measures, experimental groups, or particular control variables). Findings
were then organized in terms of the taxonomy of "good practice" factors presented earlier for
inclusion in Section III. References cited and consulted through this process are provided at
the conclusion of the document.
2. Limitations of the Available Research Literature. Although large and diverse, the body of
empirical work on collegiate outcomes is methodologically limited in many ways (Pascarella

and Terenzini 1991, Pascarella 1991, Terenzini and Pascarella 1991, Pascarella 1985). First,
relatively few studies exist that ue multi-institutional, longitudinal, and contain a full array
of control variables. This means that generalizations across studies must be made with great
care, because contexts may vary and observed effects may be due to factors not explicitly
investigated. Especially troublesome is the common absence of appropriate comparison
groups to investigate causal relationships: studies that employ non-college-attending
populations to control for the influence of maturation (e.g., Pascarella 1989) are extremely
rare. The effects of particular experiences or settings, moreover, may be indirect or may be
mediated by other variables rather than being directly observable (Pascarella 1991, Pascarella
and Terenzini 1991). And in many cases, causal direction per se may be impossible to
determine: do students, for instance, perform better in college because they become more
involved or are they induced to become more involved because they are doing better (Pike
1991)?

When the outcomes in question are cognitive (rather than affective or behavioral) additional
issues arise. Most troublesome here is the fact that the net effects of college attendance on
10
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generic cognitive attainment appear modest after prior ability is controlled. Pascarella and
Terenzini's (1991) exhaustive review cf the most recent twenty years of college impact
research, for instance, broadly confirms Bowen's (1977) earlier estimate of raw effect sizes
on verbal skills of about half a standard deviation after college attendance-- approximately
half the parallel gain estimated for subject-area knowledge. They attribute much of this
difference to the ambiguities associated with measuring broad traits of this kind, but report
that even these modest gains tend to diminish after pre-college characteristics are controlled
for.
When the outcomes domain is explicitly confined to "critical thinking", moreover, reported
gains are even more limkld, and in many cases disapPear altogether (McMillan 1987; Beck,
Bennett, McLeod, and Molyneaux 1992). Attempting to "parcel out" these relatively small
net effects among a number of discrete elements of behavior and environment will often yield
little of significance, even if broad associations among these factors are in fact present. As
Pace (1985) puts it, "if you choose to think big about the scope and significance of
outcomes, then you must also think big about the magnitude of college experiences when you
seek explanations of outcomes (p.17)." As a result, many of the studies reviewed claimed
general effects consistent with a cluster of characteristics and experiences (e.g., Astin's
"theory of involvement" [1985, 1993, Pascarella 19891; Pace's concept of "quality of student
effort" [1984, 1990]; or Winter, McClelland and Stewart's "Ivy Experience" [1981]), but
were often unable to document unique empirical linkages for individual characteristics or
behavioral elements.
3. Resulting Principles for Review. Definitional uncertainties about cognitive domains and

methodological limitations of the existing research literature suggested some principles for
conducting the review. Briefly, these were as follows:
o

broad focus. Potential interdependencies among the specific domain elements of
critical thinking, communiation and problem-solving, together with demonstrated
relationships between these qualities and more general cognitive abilities first imply
that the "dependent variable" be constructed as broadly as possible. This demands
examining general higher-order cognitive skills that are labeled in many different
wiqsincluding "thinking" and "analytic" skills, "metacognitive" skills, and the
development of general verbal and quantitative abilities. Generally excluded,
however, should be studies examiaing knowledge growth in specific discipline content
or overall collegiate achievement (as reflected, for instance, in grade performance).
This principle also allows the inclusion of studies that operationalize or measure these
skills in different ways--including classic "critical thinking" assessment instruments
like the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal or the Cornell Test of Critical
Thinking; more general college-level examinations like the Graduate Record
Examination (GRE), the ACT Assessment, and the National Teacher's Examination
(NTE); or more recently-developed "general education" assessment instruments like
the ACT-COMP, ACT-CAAP, the ETS Academic Profile, and the College- BASE
examination. The results of assessment using more open-ended methods such as
11
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developmental interviews (e.g., Knefelkamp 1974), essays or other performance
measures (e.g., Whit la 1978; Mentkowski and Strait 1983; Winter, McClelland and
Ste Wart 1981), and self- reports of student progress were also considered (e.g., Pace
1984, 1990; Astin 1977, 1993). In short, the strategy wag to cast as wide an
analytical net as possible, consistent with the core concepts.
o

robust effect. The decision to choose a broad focus implied in turn the need to report
primarily on those empirical linkages that appeared to persist across quite different
settings, and that seemed verified regardless of how core concepts were operafionally
defined and measured. While in few cases was this true, the principle of
"triangulation" neverthelegs appeared justified because of substantial variations in
what outcomes were being measured, in what contexts, and how. This principle also
argued that overall weight of evidence should count for at least as much as classic
methodological rigor in identifying promising alternatives. That is, if a given linkage
emerged consistently across a number of single-institution studies or studies
containing methodological limitations, or that showed consistent effects in a particular
direction without achieving statistical significance, this was worth noting.

o

establishing linkage, not just cause. These relaxed methodological constraints are
justified by the review's primary intent. To be useful as an indicator, a given statistic
need not be directly or causally related to the entity of interest; the minimal
requirement is that it reliably covary with this entity.. Most of the well- recognized
methodological limitations of the existing literature (e.g., Pascarella and Terenzini
1991, Terenzini and Pascarella 1991, Pascarella 1985) center on the absence of
particular study- design elements needed to establish effect priority, not the presence
or magnitude of a particular association. To be sure, clearly establishing patterns of
cause and effect is extremely useful for policy purposes where this can in fact be
done. But equally valuable for charting progress (and quite present in the research
literature) may be any "hallmarks" of a sound undergraduate experience that the
evidence suggests;

o

implied utility. This last observation helps frame a final principlethat useful
indicators should be linked not only to the underlying phenomena that they are
designed to reflect, but also to policy action and understanding. To pass this test, any
proposed indicator must meet a number of conditions beyond those that can be
verified empirically. First, it must reflect broadly representative practices or
conditions. Although student time on task and participation in a specific set of
programmed instructional methods (PI or the so-called "Keller Plan", for example)
both appear to have demonstrable causal relationships with cognitive growth in college
(Pascarella and Terenzini 1991), the formr is much more broadly useful as a national
indicator. Second, a useful indicator must reflect processes or phenomena which are
potentially important in their own right. Because of its association with additional
items of public interest like costs and general "consumer satisfaction", for instance, an
indicator based on factors like student-faculty interaction and the accessibility of
12
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faculty may be of considerably more utility than simply the fact that these factors are
linked empirically with cognitive growth in ccllege. Finally, a potentially useful
indicator must be able in some fashion to help inform policy action--either by
enabling broader public understanding of a given condition or by suggesting a
mechanism for change. Absent this criterion, for instance, the best single indirect
measure of the three Goal 5.5 outcomes suggested by the research literature is
attainment On virtually any assessment of incoming student ability.
Applied together, these four principles provided a reasonable guide for reviewing a diverse
literature. At the same time, as described in Section III below, they were strongly
discriminatory with respect to the initial taxonomy of "good practice" indicators, and resulted
in a relatively small body of potentially useful measures.

III. Principal Findings of the Review
Results of the literature review are summarized in this section according to the taxonomy of
potential "good practice" indicators presented earlier. In some cases, however, the taxonomy
did not adequately reflect factors that emerged in the research literature as strong empirical
correlates of improved learning, and additional subsections were added to reflect these
factors. For the most part, these consisted of more general, cross-cutting aspects of the
educational setting or experience. This section broadly summarizes the review itself, and the
recommended direction with regard to indicators development that it suggests is provided in
Section V.

A. Institutional Requirements
Very little of the research literature directly addresses linkages between general institutional
requirements and the attainment of critical thinking or communications sldlls (Pascarella and
Terenzini 1991). Investigations that have been related to this general topic include, a)
assessments of the effects of different kinds of general education requirements or
coursetaking patterns, b) assessments of the differential effects of major curricula, c)
assessments of the impact of particular course/curriculum designs, and d) investigations of
the relationship between typical levels of difficulty or proficiency expected and general
cognitive growth.

General Education. "General Education" is a sufficiently broad term that it has resisted
operationalization in most empirical studies. There is, however, modest evidence that overall
exposure to a wide range of academic material is related to higher levels of attainment on
general measures of collegiate ability. Using the ACT-COMP examination that involves the
deployment of high-level analytic abilities, FOrrest and Steele (1982) found in a study of 44
institutions that gains in performance were related to the overall "breadth" of undergraduate
general education requirements. Other studies using the same instrument, however, have
failed to replicate this finding and have cited methodological problems with its use of
1.
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estimated gain (Banta, Lambert, Pike, Schmidhammer and Schneider 1987) Earlier studies
(generally restricted to a traditional residential student body) also documented growth in
critical thinking, as assessed through the Watson-Glaser, with the curricular features of a
classic "core" curriculum (e.g., Dressel and Mayhew 1954, Gaff 1983); "curriculum
flexibility" has also been noted as a factor associated with general cognitive growth by
Centra and Rock, using ORE residual scores (1971). Additional studies have documented
associations between self-reported cognitive growth and such curricular factors as free choice
of electives or participation in an honors program (e.g., Astin 1977, Pace 1979). A more
sophisticated replication of these findings is reported by Astin (1993) in a longitudinal design
involving self-reports, standardized examinations, and faculty surveys. Among the factors
noted as especially related to growth in critical thinking were particq.ation in interdisciplinary
and honors coursework--though both were included within the rubric of a wider "humanities
orientation" for the institution. It should be remembered, however, that all these reported
gains for general ability are modest compared to growth in subject-area knowledge and that
the evidence for the effectiveness of any given curricular structure is fragmentary.
Studies have also begun to examine the differential effects of spe^ific behavioral patterns of
coursetaking. Zemsky (1989) has developed a methodology for examining the "breadth" and
"depth" of undergraduate coursetaking experiences using national samples of transcripts, but
the resulting metrics have not yet been linked to learning. The "differential coursework
methodology" employed by Ratcliff and Associates (1988), however, has detected significant
differences in performance on different types of GRE items that can be traced to the types of
courses that students have taken; effects were detected here for both specific disciplines and
for the level at which a given course was taken. Coursework coverage also appears to have
an effeNA on subscale performance on the ACT-COMP (Pike and Phillipi 1988, Pike 1989,
Pike and Banta 1989), and subscale attainment on such instruments as the Watson-Glaser
(Annis and Annis 1979). The enormous variety of coursetaking patterns detected by Ratcliff
ana Associates (1988) on the one hand helps to explain why so few "general" curricular
effects tend to emerge from the empirical literature; the differential pattern detected, on the
other hand suggests that the kinds of courses students enroll for do make a difference.

2. Major Field. Evidence of differences in the outcomes associated with majoring in
different fields have been widely reported over forty years of research (Pascarella and
Terenzini 1991, Bowen 1)77, Pace 1979, Feldman and Newcomb 1969). For the most part,
however, these have shown variations in individual subscore or subskill performance that are
particularly associated with a given field of study, rather than demonstrating an overall
advantage for particular majors in fostering in generic abilities. DeLisi and Staudt (1980) for
instance obtained comparable total scores on formal reasoning ability for students across
disciplines, but students did better in problem contexts related to their own majors. Whit la
(1978) obtained similar results on the performance-based Test of Analysis and Argument and
Test of Thematic Analysis for matched samples of freshmen and seniors at three institutions:
students learned better and faster in areas related to their primary fields of study. Rather
than supporting arguments about the efficacy of particular curricular experiences or
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structures, however these effects seem more likely to be the result of different levels of
exposure and sheer time on task in particular areas.
3- Specially-Designed Courses. A large number of studies have demonstrated the impact of

special types of instructional design on knowledge gain. These include variations of
self-paced, computerized or programmed learning experiences, or individualized instructional
techniques (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). Where courses in question are specifically
designed to accomplish a given score gain, they will often have that effect. For instance,
Chaffee (1992) reports gains pre-post in critical thinking ability after students were exposed
to specially-designed critical thinking courses "paired" with subject area courses. But viewed
overall, results are mixed. In McMillan's (1987) review of seven such studies, only three
demonstrated significant associations between courses and outcomes, and these were modest.
Beck, Bennett, McLeod and Molyneaun (1992) reviewed ten similar studies in the restricted
area of nursing education and found no significant associations between curriculum structure
and critical thinking gains.
Examining this body of work more closely, it appears that any documented effects of this
kind may be as much due to what is done in the classroom with respect to active learning
and the provision of frequent feedback than to any particular elements of course design. In a
typical study, Widick, Knefelkamp, and Parker (1975) for example demonstrated
developmental gain on the Perry scale after students participated in a class designed around
such activities as debates, role-playing, and the use of learning logs. Both because of this
possible interdependence and because they will be more generally applicable therefore,
indicators based on in-class activities themselves appear more promising than those that
merely report the presence of specially-designed classes or curricula.
4. Levels of Expectation. In both K-12 and postsecondary education frequent claims have

been made that heightened levels of expectation for all students will induce better
performance (Wiggins 1989, NIE 1984, Chickering and Gamson 1987). But few systematic
empirical investigations of this proposition have been undertaken. At the institutional level
of analysis, quite a number of studies have demonstrated a linkage between gains in critical
thinking and attendance at highly-selective institutions--especially small private liberal arts
colleges (e.g., Whitla 1978; Winter, McClelland and Stewart 1981). A similar pattern is
also reported for self-reported gains on these skills (e.g., Astin 1993; Pace 1990, 1984).
Because a number of these studies have used students at non-selective colleges as control
groups, it is possible to claim greater enhancements of higher-order skills for those attending
selective institutions. But whether this is due to the nature of the students or the experiences
that they encounter cannot be directly determined (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991).
There is certainly strong evidence that selective colleges do provide challenging
environments, however, and methods are available for assessing the degree of challenge.
Braxton and Nordvall (1985), for instance, used the Bloom taxonomy to classify the
difficulty of typical examination questions administered at 52 small private colleges and
found considerable differences in cognitive level based on institutional selectivity. Pintrich
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(1988) proposes a similar method for coding the difficulty of posed examination questions,
though it has not yet been used in outcomes studies. Finally, Fischer and Grant (1983)
established differences in the cognitive level of student-faculty exchanges across classrooms
at several institutions, but these differences may have been the result of selectivity. Taken
together, these findings suggest that national samples of what students are typically asked to
accomplish might provide useful information to track progress regardless of whether or not
high expectations "cause" greater learning (e.g., Cheyney 1991).

In general, then, the empirical literature provides only mixed evidence of a relationship
between higher-order skills and structural or curricular aspects of instruction. Most of the
effects that have been demonstrated for curricular structures--with the possible exception of
level of challenge--may equally be a result of what happens differently in the classroom
within such curricula or what students actually do as a result. And, as reported below, these
are both areas for which there is substantial independent evidence of impact.

B. Instructional "Good Practice"
In contrast to the case for institutional requirements, a substantial literature documents
empirical linkages between particular elements of instructional delivery and improvements in
learning (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991; McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin, and Smith 1986). Lists
of effective practices that overlap substantially with most of these elements have also been
advanced from widely different sources, ranging from educational researchers (e.g., Astin
1985), representatives of the critical thinking movement (e.g., Paul 1992), and national
blue-ribbon bodies (e.g., NIE 1984, AAC 1985). Specific bodies of empirical work around
this general topic can be grouped into a number of clusters, including, a) class size and
structure, b) what happens in class, and c) what happens in the wider institutional
environment.
1. Class Size and Structure. Despite public perceptions, the evidence that class size or
student/faculty ratio has a direct impact on learning in college classrooms is slim. An
extensive review of findings from K-12 classrooms undertaken in 1988 does not support a
general linkage between class size and cognitive gain (GERI 1988), and probably the largest
single postsecondary study of this topic in a college setting corroborates this finding
(Williams, Cook, Quinn and Jensen 1985). The same in general can be said for
broadly-described elements of class structure--for -instance the familiar distinction among
lecture, discussion, and laboratory modes of delivery (McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin and Smith
1986) at least with respect to learning content--although alarming rates of atrophy in learning
have also been reported for the lecture method (McLeish 1968). Balancing this general
finding to some extent is evidence of the effectiveness of smaller classes in developing
higher-order abilities--particularly in communications and critical thinking (e.g., Schalock
1976, McKeachie 1980). An overwhelming finding, moreover, is that students are more
athfs.di with smaller classes and report extensively that they learn more. Astin (1993), for
instance, documents only very indirect empirical linkages between overall student/faculty
ratios and actually-assessed student learning outcomes, but strong direct effects on students'
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overall satisfaction with the college experience. Similarly, a statewide study in Florida
presented consistent student claims to have learned more in smaller classes across a wide
range of settings and subjects (State of Florida, Postsecondary Education Planning
Commission 1990). Interpreting these and other results, Pascarella and Terenzini (1991)
advance the hypothesis that these reported linkages are present, but are actually the result of
the opportunities for active learning, frequent feedback, and for the practice of learned skills
that smaller classes and discussion sections may afford; simply offering such instructional
modes may be insufficient.

2. What Happens in Class. The empirical literature provides broad confirmation that general
cognitive growth is associated with specific types of classroom activities and instructor
behaviors--far more so than for curricular structures or requirements. In many ways, given
the extreme variations in how students "act out" designed curricula through actual
coursetaking (Ratcliff and Associates 1988) and likely variations across otherwise similar
classrooms in instructional approaches and styles, this is not a surprise. Indeed, a number of
reviewers of this literature have emphasized that real effects on student learning tend only to
emerge in identifiable "micro-settings" where they are less likely to be masked by sheer
contextual variability (e.g:, Pascarella and Terenzini 1991, Ewell 1988, Pace 1985).
A major body of findings under this heading is consistent with the now-fashionable notion of
"active learning." One component here is frequent exercise of skills. For communications
ability, identifying opportunities and levels of practice is relatively straightforward, and
indeed, numerous associations between the sheer amount of writing and speaking engaged in
and growth in these abilities have been documented empirically. Cole (1982) for instance
reports many links between frequent in-class writing exercises and spealdng in class with
growth in these respective abilities--a finding sustained by the second report of the Harvard
Assessment Seminar (Light 1992). Using self-reports, moreover, Astin (1993) estimates
gains in writing ability and oral communications abilities from freshman to senior year with a
number of items noting frequent in-class participatioh in these activities (e.g., giving
presentations in class, taking writing- intensive courses, speaking in class, etc.).
For broader critical thinking and problem-solving abilities, however, the notion of "practice"
is more complex. Reviewing the literature on collegiate teaching effectiveness, for instance,
McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin and Smith (1986) concluded that three distinct kinds of in-class
activities made a difference in promoting thinking skills--student discussion, an explicit
emphasis on problem-solving procedures and applications, and stressing the use of
"verbalization" and modelling strategies in which students think through a problem. This
general finding is sustained particularly by studies of "developmental" courses designed
specifically to incorporate such features in the form of journal writing, role-playing, in-class
debates, small-group work, or practical problem-solving exercises (Stone 1990; Widick,
Knefelkamp, and Parker 1975; Stephenson and Hunt 1977). Additional evidence is provided
by correlational studies by Smith (1977, 1981) that among other factors linked student
participation in classroom discussions with critical-thinking gain.
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A second broadly-sustained component of "active learning" is providing frequent feedback on
performance. While this component has been extensively explored in elementary and
secondary teaching (e.g., Gagne 1977), most evidence of its effectiveness in collegiate
classrooms appears indirect. Direct evidence consists largely of single-course studies with
few statistical or physical_controls (e.g., Fulkerson and Martin 1981). Across a number of
multi-institutional studies, Astin (1985) makes feedback an important principle within his
larger concept of "academic involvement" 1977), but most of his evidence rests on
self-reports and overall satisfaction with the learning experience. In his later (1993) study of
general education outcomes, moreover, "getting frequent feedback" is included in a broader
construct called the "humanities orientation" of a given instructional 1vironment, which is
also related to self-reported gains. Similarly, in an attempt to relate student perceptions of
effective faculty to developmental stage, Baxter Magolda (1987) concluded that faculty
efforts to engage students by soliciting comments and reacting to student opinions are
effective at all developmental stages. More significantly, she reported that students
particularly sought relationships that stressed "partnerships" between faculty and student--a
sentiment also reflected in the notions of "coaching" and "cognitive apprenticeship" advanced
as effective by Collins, Brown and Newman (1986). These findings are reinforced by the
ongoing work of the Harvard Assessment Seminar (Light 1990, 1992), in which students
broadly report better learning (but not necessarily higher satisfaction) in courses that provide
them with frequent quizzes and other checks on performance.

A third major component of "active learning" is group work and peer interaction. Here
there is considerable evidence of positive impact (both direct and indirect) in the development
of higher-order thinking skills. Again, some of the most powerful evidence is drawn from
non- college sources, but findings appear generalizable to college classrooms (Pintrich 1988;
McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin and Smith 1986). Benware and Deci (1984), for instance, found
significant differences in.higher orde thinking skills among high school students who were
told that they would be expected to teach others a body of material and a similar group who
expected to be tested themselves; interestingly, they found no differences in recall of content
between the two groups. Similar findings are reported for college classrooms, but have
mostly been confined to gains in content mastery--for example Bargh and Schul (1980) for
verbal material or Annis (1983) for historical knowledge. Evidence based on self-reports
reinforces these effects. Astin (1993), for instance, reports "tutoring other students" as
prominently related to both academic performance based on grades and self-reported gains in
communications and higher-order thinking skills; in addition, his summary of results for this
longitudinal multi-institutional study places "peer interaction" as one of the three most
important factors in explaining growth (together with faculty/student interaction and time on
task). Finally, in a series of classroom experiments involving testing and self-reports at
Harvard, the effectiveness of small-group work was strongly confirmed (Light 1990, 1992),
but particularly in heightening students' enthusiasm and engagement in academic work.
Taken as a whole, this body of evidence for classroom activities related to "active learning"
seems both strong and consistent. Because reported effects appear to occur independent of
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discipline and context (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991), moreover, developing representative
indicators of die presence of these activities appears promising.

3. What Happens in the Wider Environment. Empirical studies also provide substantial
evidence that what happens beyond the classroom is important for learning. A considerable
tradition of outcomes work, in fact, combines the two in the form of a broad notion of
environment or "environmental press" (Feldman and Newcomb 1969, Pace 1979, Chickering
1969). Studies within this tradition rely on both direct cognitive measures and self-reports,
and attempt to identify specific characteristics of a collegiate environment that can be linked
to cognitive development. In most cases, however, these characteristics appear
interdependent and few studies sustain the conclusion that they are individually significant.
Consistent across most of them, however, is identification of the selective, liberal arts college
as a distinctive exemplar of this environment (e.g., Astin 1977, 1993; Pace 1990, 1984;
Winter, McClelland and Stewart 1981; Whit la 1978).
Typical of the specific characteristics noted as part of this environment are those listed by
Astin (1993) within the "humanities orientation"--a cluster of factors which he found
particularly related to self-reported gains in critical thinking. They include such things as
considerable writing, substantial contact with faculty both in and out of class, use of essays
in examinations, high levels of participation in class, and an interdisciplinary orientation.
Similar factors are identified by Winter, McClelland and Stewart (1981) as part of the "Ivy
Experience"--determined by self-report from students in the small private colleges in their
sample that showed particular gains in critical thinking skills. They concluded, however,
that observed effects were a product of the experience as a whole, rather than being due to
any one factor. Using self-reports of both achievement and environment on the College
Student Experiences Questionnaire (CSEQ), Pace (1990) kientified a distinctive pattern for
small, selective libeial arts colleges that emphasized involvement and high participation while
at the same time showing unusually high reported gain on such abilities as analysis,
synthesis, inquiry, and writing proficiency. Links between the environmental factors
reported through the same instrument and learning have also been confirmed using actual
achievement data (e.g., Friedlander 1980).
Consistent across most of these studies as well is the finding that faculty-student contact is
particularly salient, and is especially prevalent in the liberal arts college environment.
Astin's (1993) results, for instance, include a composite factor obtained through faculty
surveys that he labels "student orientation", consisting of amounts of faculty time dedicated
to teaching and to advising, and amount of reported out-of-class contact with students.
Winter, McClelland and Stewart (1981) similarly record "high student-faculty contact" as one
of the most prominent features of the "Ivy Experience." As noted earlier, moreover, this
environment may contain unusual levels of academic challenge as assessed through the
cognitive level of examinations gived (Braxton and Nordvall 1985).

Confirmation of the importance of these conditions is also present in other studies not
explicitly focused on the benefits of a particular type of college. Pascarella (1989), for
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example, identifies out-of- class contact with faculty as one of seven intertwined factors
associated with general collegiate benefit on the Watson-Glaser. Similarly, using the
institution as the unit of analysis, Centra and Rock (1971) noted high faculty-student
interaction as the only environmental feature strongly identified with residual gain on all
three components of the GRE general examination after controlling for entering student
ability. Student-faculty contactespecially outside the classroom--is the focus of a similar
body of work based primarily on student self-report. Associations between reported growth
in general cognitive ability have been shown for both the absolute quantity of such contact
and with its perceived quality in several longitudinal studies (e.g., Terenzini and Wright
1987; Terenzini, Pascarella and Lorang 1982; Endo and Harpel 1982).

Many of these findings, in turn, can be made part of wider notions of "involvement" in
college, reported in the following sections. What seems clear from this pattern of empirical
results, however, is that student reports about what happens to them in particular classroom
and college environments appear reliably associated with general cognitive gains consistent
with the domain of Goal 5.5.

C. Student Behavior
Empirical investigations of the link between what students do and how much they learn in
many ways resemble those that examine the effects of classroom activities or the wider
environment. -Findings on student- faculty contact or on patterns of coursetaking reported
previously, for instance, might just as easily be placed under this heading. There is,
however, a distinct body of work that centers explicitly on the student's own contribution to
the learning process. Findings under this heading can be usefully summarized under two
topics--a) time on task, and b) total involvement and student "quality of effort."

I. Time on Task. Not surprisingly, there is a great deal of evidence to support a general
association between the amount of time students devote to academic pursuits and the amount
of knowledge gained (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). In general, however, this association
is less clear-cut for generic cognitive outcomes than it is for particular subject areas.
Evidence of the impact of time invested is of basically two kinds. The first is indirect, but
widely sustained: students gain most in the areas to which they are most exposed and
students who enroll for more courses or years of study also gain more. Reviewing the
results of multiple "value-added" studies conducted over the past twenty years, Pascarella
and Terenzini (1991) confirm Pace's (1979) and Bowen's (1977) conclusions that student
performance is enhanced most on those general cognitive dimensions that are closest to their
own major fields. DeLisi and Staudt's (1980) results cited earlier are particularly relevant
here, as the students they tested on formal reasoning skills did not differ markedly in total
score but performed better on problems related to their own field of study. Many studies
also demonstrate a relationship between total time invested, as operationalized in terms of
years of college study completed., and learning outcomes. Examining NLS data, for
instance, Robertshaw and Wolf le (1983) showed differences between two-year and four-year
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college verbal and mathematics outcomes, as well as net gains for attending college in
general. Finally, there is indirect evidence that students who attend part-time exhibit less
gain than those attending full-time. Using self-report data from 59,000 students on a national
survey, for instance, Dollar (1992) indicated less reported gain in analytical thinking and
communications skills for students attending part-time--though it is important to remember
that their perceived starting points may have been different.

A second body of evidence on the impact of varying time investments-- though partially
based on self-reports--is provided by studies that attempt to relate time on task with outcomes
directly. Astin's (1993) summary of findings on a comprehensive investigation of more than
24,000 students at over 150 four-year institutions concludes after controlling for 170 input
variables that student time allocation is the most important single factor associated with
college outcomes (closely followed by student-faculty interaction and peer interaction).
Examining student responses at multiple institutions, Pace (1990) also reports strong
associations between amount of time invested in studying and in academic pursuits, and
academic performance. He also reports notable differences between study time at small
liberal arts colleges and other types of institutions which are in turn associated with higher
self-reported gains in such skills as analysis, synthesis, inquiry, and writing ability.
Although far more limited in scope, Johnson and Butts (1983) examined in-class learning
outcomes directly, and determined that they were related to the amount of time students spent
actively engaged in class activities.

2. Involvement and "Quality of Effort." More significant than simply time invested,
moreover, may be the ways time and effort are actually used. Pace (1990, 1984) and his
associates (e.g., Friedlander 1980, Porter 1.982), for example have conducted numerous
analyses associating self- reported skills development in college with a range of
"investments" in the learning environment, using the College Student Experiences
Questionnaire (CSEQ). In contrast to similar instruments that document student activities
while enrolled, this questionnaire is especially designed to solicit items of student experience
assumed to be directly associated to learning (Pace 1984). Pace (1990), for instance,
constructed t "breadth of experience" index comprising thirteen types of academically-related
student activities ranging from course learning and "use of the library," through informal
peer topics of conversation, to activities related to student clubs or other organizations.
Reporting on the responses of over 10,000 students at 33 institutions, he reports year-by-year
gains in such skills as analysis, synthesis, inquiry, and writing, and associates reported gains
strongly with scores on the breadth index; in each skill area, differences of more than fifty
percent were obtained between low- breadth and high-breadth respondents. Friedlander
(1980) associated actual college performance with many of these factors, although the
breadth index itself was not used. Also using self-reported levels of involvement, Terenzini
and Wright (1987) found significant associations between reported development and amount
of involvement in a variety of learning activities.
At the classroom unit of analysis, similar findings have been reported (McKeachie, Pintrich,
Lin and Smith 1986). Pintrich (1988), for example, has used student self-reports in such
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areas as motivation to learn and studying behavior to investigate learning gains in particular
classes. Using the Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ), Pintrich and
Johnson (1990) report significant associations between high scores and student outcomes. As
noted earlier, these findings are consistent with those of Johnson and Butts (1983) on the
actual utilization of student time in the classroom.

Astin (1977, 1985, 1993) and others have carried this notion farther by positing a more
general theory of "student involvement" as an explanation of collegiate learning and
development. According to Astin (1985) particular areas of engagement or activity elements
matter far less than the aggregate amount of "psychological energy" that a student invests in
the experience. A parallel implication is that individual factors may be impossible to
differentiate empirically; what matters is the "total environment created by students and
faculty" (Astin 1993). Astin's (1993) multi- institutional study of general education provides
considerable evidence for this contention--although like most prior work, stronger
associations are shown between involvement measures and self-reported gains than when
using actual cognitive outcomes measures. Dimensions of involvement reported tend to
confirni Pace's (1984) position that academically-relevant (but not necessarily in-class)
activities are important. For instance, critical thinking gains are seen as strongly associated
with the "humanities orientation"--a construct that includes such factors as considerable
writing activity, faculty involvement in teaching general education courses, essay
assignments, interdisciplinary classwork, participation in class, and out-of-class
student-faculty contact.
Other investigations, as noted, support the notion that many elements of stueent activity
interact to create a combined effect. These include Winter, McClelland and Stewart's (1984
"Ivy Experience," studies that employ Tinto's (1975) notions of "academic and social
integration" to examine self-reported learning gains (e.g., Terenzin; Pascarella and Lorang
1982; Terenzini and Wright 1987), and direct examinations of gab al- critical thinking. In
one of the few true causal studies of this nature, for instance, Pascarella (1989) found seven
elements of the collegiate experience related to critical thinking gains--including living on
campus, time on task (hours spent studying), out-of-class contact with faculty, peer contact,
attendance at lectures and debates, amount of unassigned reading, and extra- curricular
involvement--but could not dissociate the factors statistically.
Taken together, this body of evidence supports the contention that student activities and
levels of involvement are strongly related to the development of general collegiate abilities.
At least as importantly, this literature demonstrates that reports about such activities obtained
directly from students appear consistent, and can be obtained relatively straightforwardly.
Although few empirical studies can demonstrate causal links between "involvement" and
outcomes (and indeed, arguments can easily be sustained that the two are mutually
reinforcing [e.g., Pascarella and Terenzini 1991]), associations appear sufficiently robust in
this arena to yield considerable confidence in a potential indicator.
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D. The Special Case of Student Self-Reports
A large proportion of the empirical literature that attempts to link learning gains with other
characteristics of students and the learning environment is founded principally upon the use
of self-reported data (e.g., Astin 1977, 1993; Pace 1984, 1990; Terenzini and Wright 1987;
Endo and Harpel 1982). Student responses to questionnaire items have in each of these cases
been used to operationalize both cognitive and environmental factors, which are then
associated with one another. From the perspective of developing useful ifidicators consistent
with Goal 5.5, this experience with self-reports raises two distinct special issues--both related
to the ultimate validity of self-reports. First, if reasonable validity is established, findings
that link environmental characteristics and student experiences with outcomes can be used to
support the case for constructing indicators based on these characteristics and experiences-however these are assessed. It is precisely because such a case for self- report validity can
be made that findings of this kind have been included in this review as, indeed, they
generally are in the scholarly literature (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). Second, however, if
the validity of student self-reports about cognitive gains can be established, they can
themselves serve as a "proxy" measure of actual knowledge gain--and be usefully included in
a national indicators system.
There is a considerable literature concerned with establishing the validity of student
self-reports about cognitive outcomes. Arguments here are generally of two types. One line
of work attempts to link self- reports directly to examination-based results through
cross-testing the same population. Baird (1976), for instance, conducted an extensive review
of primarily course-based studies that compared self-reported knowledge gains with actual
outcomes. His results suggest that the two do indeed vary together dependably, though they
are far from coincident. Dumont and Troelstrup (1980), using the ACT-COMP examination,
administered parallel self-report items and also found substantial agreement between the two
on such general cognitive outcomes as "critical thinking ability" and "knowledge of different
methods of inquiry;" but on the basis of their results, they cautioned against using
self-reports alone as measures of these attributes and advocated a multiple indicators
approach. Using national survey data from the CIRP and matched examination results on the
GRE and LSAT examinations Anaya (1992) also found positive correlations for general
abilities. Such results suggest the conclusion that self- reports of cognitive gain are
indicative of, but not completely coincident with, results obtained through more direct forms
of assessment.
The second line of argument for the validity of self-reports concerns the degree to which
patterns of results obtained in this manner parallel those produced by more direct cognitive
measures. Pace (1990), for instance, provides five reasons to support the validity of such
measures including, a) the consistency of results over time and across different populations,
b) the fact that patterns of outcomes vary for self-reports across majors and length of study
in the same manner as has been established through direct achievement testing, c) the internal
consistency of questionnaire responses across different items on the same dimension, d) the
fact that reported growth follows patterns of experience that should be expected, and e)
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apparent student seriousness and engagement with the instrument itself. Of these arguments,
the second.is probably the most convincing, and is widely supported in other studies. Astin's
(1977, 1985, 1993) results on over twenty years of experience with the C1RP Freshman and
Follow-Up surveys show patterns of self-reported outcomes that vary consistently by major
field and other measures of levels of exposure, just as directly-assessed cognitive outcomes
do. Similar patterns, moreover, have been reported by alumni on national samples (Dollar
1992). Cohen's (1981) meta-analysis of student course evaluations also obtained
considerable consistency of results in student ratings of course characteristics expected to
contribute to learning gain and actual levels of class achievement. An important caution in
many of these cases, however, is that internal relationships among qUestionnaire items
addressing cognitive and environmental factors that are administered together virtually always
show a stronger relationship in such studies than when cognitive instruments are used. The
bulk of Astin's (1993) findings regarding associations between involvement factors and
learning, for instance, are based on relationships among self-reported items, not results on
the GRE and LSAT which he also examined.
Overall, the bulk of evidence available on this matter appears to support Dumont and
Troelstrup's (1980) confirmation of the utility of self-reports and their call for multiple
measures. Self-reported data on both cognitive attainment and on instructional "good
practices" or other environmental factors can easily be collected on large samples; and based
on -past research experience, results obtained by this method will be consistent with more
direct measures. But carefully-controlled research studies based on more direct forms of
assessment will also be needed to empirically anchor this approach.

IV. Review of Available National Data-Gathering Instruments and Approaches
Data sources potentially useful for generating indicators of good practice are of many kinds.
Appropriate instruments and methods have been extensively used at the institutional level and
occasionally at the state level, but few are currently in place at the national level. Modifying
many of these tools for use with national samples, however, would not be technically
difficult, and could be done reasonably efficiently and quickly.
Results of the literature review that identified potentially-promising instruments, methods, or
databases for assembling "good practice" indicators are summarized in this section. Like the
identification of principal empirical findings, those included were subject to a number of
caveats. First, of course, those mechanisms identified had to address one or more of the
dimensions of "good practice" discussed in the previous section. Second, those mechanisms
identified had to be sufficiently proven on technical grounds that assurance could be placed in
their ability to generate information reliably. Third, those mechanisms identified had to be
national or potentially national in scope; that is, their features and design should be
sufficiently general that these instruments could be suitably deployed across a wide range of
postsecondary settings and types of students. Application of these three criteria resulted in a
relatively short list of potential data- gathering tools, grouped under a number of categories.
These included, a) aggregate statistical reporting systems, b) surveys or inventories of
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institutional practices, c) methodologies for conducting student transcript studies or
coursetaking analyses, d) surveys of faculty teaching practice, and e) surveys of current or
graduating students. Instruments or approaches of particular promise for further exploration
are noted under each of these headings, and their strengths and weaknesses briefly assessed.

A. Institutional Administrative Records
Colleges and universities currently keep extensive records on instructional activity and
resource utilization. If standard indicator definitions could be developed, these data might
potentially be tapped to help determine how institutions are deploying available resources in
support of effective undergraduate education. Examples of the kinds of indicators that might
be produced from statistics of this kind include, average class sizes in key classes, proportion
of lower-division classes taught by graduate students and full-time faculty, and the proportion
of small classes typically taken by first-year students. Such data might be collected on the
basis of a national cross-sectional sample of institutions. Alternatively, key statistics might
eventually be made a part of institutional reporting to the National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) under the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS).

At present, however, no established national methodologies for compiling such statistics
exist. Their closest approximations at the national level are noted and assessed below.

1. The Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). NCES currently collects
a range of descriptive information from all postsecondary institutions on a regular basis.
These might, in turn, be used to construct indirect measures of institutional practices through
the calculation of appropriate ratios among base measures. Currently, ratios or performance
measures based on available data in IPEDS that might be relevant include:
o

headcount and FTE enrollments (including first-time enrollments) by number of
faculty by rank, and tenure status.

o

instructional expenditures per FTE student.

Neither of these alternatives will likely yield data of sufficient validity to serve as an
appropriate indicator of good practice.
2. Existing State Indicators Systems. In response to growing demands for accountability for

public institutions, some fifteen states have developed performance indicators for public
reporting. The majority of these have been implemented only recently, and the quality of the
data being compiled is as yet unknown. Among the most relevant indicators contained in
such systems are the following:

o proportion of resources devoted to undergraduate instruction (e.g., New York-SUNY)
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o numbers and proportion of full-time faculty engaged in teaching freshmen (e.g.,
Kentucky).

o numbers and proportions of undergraduate students participating in faculty research
activities (e.g., South Carolina).
o numbers of students receiving a "capstone" or comparable integrative experience at
the end of their period of study (Minnesota State University System).

o student satisfaction as assessed by survey (e.g., Tennessee, New York-SUNY).
Although marginally more relevant than the overall ratios derivable from IPEDS, such
macro-level indicators are similarly limited-- especially in the light of findings of the research
literature that experiences in particular "micro-settings" (such as the classroom) are
principally associated with cognitive attainment. NCES should examine the experiences of
these states closely, however, to determine the potential of such indicators; in particular, any
state-level attempts to relate progress on one or more of these indicators to a state-level
assessment of cognitive skills would be worth tracking and reporting.

B. Surveys of Institutional Practice
Institutional surveys have in the past been used by higher education scholars to determine the
degree to which colleges and universities are engaged in innovative practices in
undergraduate instruction. Prominent examples here include a study on undergraduate
reform recently undertaken by the National Center for Research on Postsecondary Teaching
and Learning (NCRPTAL) at the University of Michigan (Peterson 1987) and an ongoing
"Registry of Undergraduate Reform" maintained by the California State University System
(Vandament 1991). An available mechanism for conducting such surveys, moreover, is
provided by the "quick-response survey" capability maintained by NCES. Such instruments
typically rely on "expert" respondents at each institution, generally selected by position, to
report on institutional activities, and generally a sample of institutions is surveyed. Examples
of the kinds of indicators that might be obtained by means of this method include minimal
skills and curriculum- coverage requirements for receipt of the baccalaureate, particular
curricular emphases on critical thinking, communication and problem- solving, and
institutional activities in the assessment of student learning.

No currently-established survey contains all items of relevance for the development of a
proposed indicator. Several, however, contain some such items and have proven the
feasibility and utility of this approach.
1. Academic Management Practices Survey. This survey was developed by researchers at
the National Center for Research to Improve Postsecondary Teaching and Learning
(NCRPTAL) at the University of Michigan (Peterson 1987), and was designed to assess
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institutional "academic management practice s" thought to be consistent with effectiveness in
undergraduate teaching and learning. Iten..., were developed through a literature review of
this topic, and emphasize practices suggested by the literature to be effective. The survey
concentrates on two main issues, a) the identification of problems that inhibit the
improvement of undergraduate teaching and learning and, b) specific academic management
practices. For the latter, "expert" respondents are requested to indicate whether these
practices exist, whether they are newly developed, and the degree to which they have proven
effective. Items are predominantly concerned with academic policies and the existence of
particular kinds of resources (e.g., instructional development, technology, etc.). Few items
address actual classroom delivery--but a number examine the incentive system in place to
support instructional innovation and faculty investment in undergraduate education. The
survey has been administered successfully to representatives of over 400 four-year colleges
and universities.
2. Seven Principles for Good Practice--Institutional Inventory. This instrument was

developed to assist institutional leaders in assessing the degree to which current academic
practices are consistent with the Seven Principles (Chickering and Gamson 1987, Gamson
and Poulsen 1989). Although intended principally as a "reflective device" to provoke
thinking at the policy level, the inventory contains a number of items directly consistent with
areas that have been documented empirically as effective in promoting cognitive gain. Items
on learning communities, field experiences and applied learning, mastery learning, and
interdisciplinary opportunities in the curricular area; or on advisement and faculty incentives
in the faculty area, are particular appropriate for further development in the light of evidence
from the research literature.

Overall, this line of development appears promising, but with several important caveat:.
First, the use of self-reports from institutional leaders raises significant issues of
credibility--particularly in a high- visibility environment. Second, overall institutional
surveysespecially for large institutionsmay miss the most important practices that are
present or absent at the unit or department level. For these reasons, it appears unwise to
invest too heavily in developing institutional inventories of this kind for use in a national
indicators system unless these are anchored by other measures. On the other hand, such
inventories might provide excellent examples of the kinds of items to include in such
occasional or supplementary data-gathering efforts as NCES "Quick- Response" surveys.

C. National Transcript Studies
Transcript records contain information on typical college coursetaking patterns, and can be
used to determine the degree to which students are generally exposed to particular bodies of
material. Several national studies of this kind have been undertaken for different purposes,
and a standard coding scheme has been developed to categorize course data (Adelman 1990).
Such studies usually examine coursetaking patterns on a discipline basis--addressing questions
such as the number and proportion of courses in a total baccalaureate career taken in key
identified areas (for instance, science, math, or history), or the overall "concentration" and
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"cohesiveness" of the curriculum. Though challenging, similar methodologies based on a
national sample might be developed that, together with supplied course descriptions and
required assignments, could suggest the frequency with which students are typically
graduating after having completed certain key assignments or experiences--for example an
independent research project or a senior "capstone" experience. Finally, consistent with a
transcript analysis, actual examples of student assignments or examinations might be analyzed
for cognitive content using methodologies such as those suggested by Pintrich (1988) and
Braxton and Nordvall (1985).
Two primary methodologies for examining transcripts have been used on multiple institutions
that provide useful models of this approach.

Structure and Coherence in the Undergraduate Curriculum. This curriculum/coursetaking
methodology was developed by Zemsky (1989) and his colleagues at the University of
Pennsylvania in association with the Association of American Colleges (AAC). Its principal
purpose is to empirically examine patterns of coursetaking as noted in graduating senior
transcripts by discipline and type of institution. An additional data source is catalogue
material that indicates the courses available in each discipline, and their prerequisite
sequences. Originally piloted on 30 four-year institutions, the national database has been
gradually expanded to include over 75 institutions. Using standard course classifications, the
method constructs a "breadth" index that indicates overall levels of student exposure to
particular disciplinary groupings, and a "depth" index that indicates the proportion of courses
available in a given domain that are part of a structured sequence based on prerequisites.
Results have not been linked in any way with cognitive attainment or other outcomes
measures, but have produced striking descriptive patterns of different kinds of curricular
structures.
1.

2. The Coursework Cluster Analysis Model (CCAM). This method was developed by
Ratcliff and Associates (1988; Ratcliff 1993) to identify combinations and sequences of
courses, derived from transcript data, that are associated with gains in general education
outcomes. The method is intended to be used directly in ccmbination with measures cf
learning outcomes, and was piloted on GRE general examination results residualized by
entering SAT score. In essence, it uses statistical clustering algorithms to identify particular
types and sequences of courses associated with particular outcomes. The method has been
used extensively in analyses of six institutions to determine the effectiveness of general
education, and in research on curricular structure (e.g., Jones and Ratcliff 1991). Results
have shown that the method is effective in differentiating identifiable patterns of coursework
that are empirically related to cognitive gain.
Transcript-based approaches such as these appear particularly promising for generating useful
indicators of institutional practice. It must be remembered, however, that most empirical
studies suggest only relatively modest associations between structural aspects of the
curriculum and general cognitive outcomes. Combined with available outcomes data, such
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methods do appear particularly useful in examining trends in an arena where policy or
institutional action is unusually visible and direct.

D. Surveys of Faculty Teaching Practice
Higher education researchers have also developed many surveys of college and university
faculty. While most are directed at issues of career, compensation, and scholarly research,
several also contain items on teaching practice. Examples of the kinds of indicators that
might be developed using this method are the proportion of faculty time spent working with
students, the reported incidence of "active learning" activities conducted by faculty members,
levels of student participation in independent or faculty research work reported by faculty,
and levels of faculty participation in professional development activities directed toward the
improvement of teaching. Surveys of this kind can also use faculty as "expert witnesses"
regarding typical institutional practices, outcomes, and reward structures. Faculty surveys,
for instance, often ask respondents to rate such items as the frequency of student-faculty
contact, the importance in instruction of various intended outcomes of college, and the
typical types of evaluation methods used to assess student classroom performance
Two faculty instruments or inventories have been developed that are especially relevont to
the identification of good practice in teaching and in the supportiveness of the wider
institutional environment.

1. UCLA Faculty Survey. This instrument was developed by Astin and Associates (Astin,
Dey, and Korn 1991) for use in conjunction with national studies of college student
development conducted through the Cooperative Institutional Research Program at University
of California, Los Angeles. Results have been used in conjunction with other data to
investigate factors associated with student cognitive development in college (e.g., Astin
1993). Items on the questionnaire directly related to good practice include, a) information
about faculty behavior such as teaching techniques and types of examinations administered,
and b) informition about faculty perceptions of the institutional environment such as support
for teaching or student support. Particularly appropriate for identifying good practice--and
empirically related to a number of measures of student outcomes--are items on the use of
such instructional techniques as cooperative learning, student presentations in class,
experiential learning, peer evaluation, independent projects, class discussions, or studentdeveloped assignments. Environmental and values factors especially relevant to this topic
include ratings of the importance of enhancing students' self-understanding, enhancing
out-of-class contacts and experiences, and the degree of student peer interaction. Items such
as these are combined to yield a number of scales intended to characterize particular
institutional environments (for example, the "humanities orientation" or "student
orientation"). These can then be related to specific institution-level measures of student
outcomes.

2. Sev iea.losaractie.e=Faculty Iriventory. This instrument was developed in
parallel with the Institutional Inventory described previously to help guide faculty in
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conducting self- assessments of their own practices consistent with the Seven Principles for
Good Practice (Chickering and Gamson 1987, Gamson and Poulsen 1989). Items in the
inventory 'ask faculty members to rate the frequency with which they engage in specific
instructional activities consistent with each of the seven principles, and include items on both
classroom techniques and behavior, and more general contact with students. Like the
parallel Institutional Inventory, specific items included on the Faculty Inventory were selected
on the basis of empirical research evidence of their association with student learning and
development. While systematic research linking responses on the instrument to specific
institutional characteristics or educational results is lacking (and indeed, it was never the
intent of the instrument to be used as a research tool per se), the activities noted constitute
perhaps the best single list of such items available for administration to faculty. Many could
also be easily adapted for inclusion in a student questionnaire.
The potential of such instruments to add to an understanding of student learning and
development has been directly demonstrated (e.g., Astin 1993, Angelo and Cross 1993).
While questions can certainly be raised about the validity of faculty self-reports in these
areas, most results reported are consistent with what is known about faculty from other
sources (Astin, Dey and Korn 1991). Similarly, unlike the administrative leaders who
typically complete the institutional surveys described earlier, line faculty have little at stake
in such surveys, and are thus more likely to provide an objective response. Available
vehicles for administering the required questions to valid national samples of faculty already
exist in the form of NCES' National Survey of Postsecondary Faculty (NSOPF), that already
contains items on workloads, courses taught, and attitudes.

E. Surveys of Current and Graduating Students
Questionnaires administered to current and former college students are typically used by
individual colleges and universities to determine levels of satisfaction with instruction and
other services, patterns of typical student activities, and self-reported outcomes of instruction.
They also constitute a significant data source for empirical research on college impact.
Several of these questionnaires have been administered on a national basis. Items contained
in these surveys include reported levels of participation in activities such as internships or
faculty research projects, time spent in various activities (for example, group study or
tutoring another student), frequency of student-faculty and group interaction, self-reported
class content. Most also contain items on self-reported gains on a range of outcomes. Many
of these items are potentially usable as indicators without change; for the future,
enhancements might be made in the item content and in the sampling base used for such
instruments to render them suitable for inclusion in a national indicators system.
A number of current student survey instruments have oeen used widely to investigate college
student experiences and behavior, and contain items f interest.

Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI). This instrument was developed by
researchers at the University of Texas, Austin (Weinstein, Schulte and Palmer 1987) to
1.
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assess individual student approaches to particular kinds of learning tasks. Items request
students to rate the degree to which particular activities are "typical" of the way they work,
and are combined to yield a number of scales--including motivation, anxiety,
time-management, or concentration. Scales are also produced on particular strategies of
learning employed that are consistent with the tenets of active learning--for example,
self-testing, selecting main ideas, constructing and using study aids, or test strategies.

2. Motivated Strategies for Learning Ouestionnaire (MSLO). This instrument is similar to
the LASSI, and was developed by Pintrich and Associates at the University of Michigan
(Pintrich 1988; Pintrich, McKeachie and Smith 1989). Scales are also based on self-reported
items that address student beliefs about themselves and how they work; these scales are
centered on three main topics--general motivation, need for extrinsic reward (such as grades,
or approval), and the intrinsic rewards associated with learning. Research findings suggest
that effective students are high on all three dimensions.
3. Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) Surveys. These are comprehensive

surveys that have been in use for over twenty-five years, developed by Astin and Associates
at the University of California, Los Angeles (e.g., Astin and Associates 1992). The
Freshman Survey is administered widely by individual colleges and universities, and data on
a representative national sample is also collected. The Follow-Up Survey is administered to
a systematic sample of students previously completing the Freshman Survey and is used for
longitudinal research purposes. Both surveys contain a range of self-reported items on
typical activities, goals, and self-ratings. The Follow-Up Survey also contains additional
items on collegiate experience, and items on self-reported development. Items on experience
are broad, but among them are questions that address contact with faculty, peer tutoring,
class attendance, and outside academically-related pursuits. Items on self-reported
knowledge include several related to Goal 5.5 outcomes including critical thinking and
communications ability.

Thex surveys are currently administered on a regular basis to students at over 400 colleges
and universities and have been used in a number of prominent, multi-institutional
investigations of collegiate outcomes (Astin 1977, )993). Experience and environment items
have been linked to GRE and LSAT residual score results after controlling for SAT (Astin
1993), and self-report items have been validated by empirical linkages to the results of direct
cognitive assessment (Anaya 1992).
E . The CSEQ was developed by Pace at
Ex ri n
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the University of California, Los Angeles (1984, 1987), specifically for use in researching
academically-related activities and experiences expected to have an impact on learning. The
instrument is based on the notions of "investment" and "quality of effort", and items center
on specific levels of involvement associated with particular academic resources or features of
the environment. Items are combined into a number of Activity and Quality of Effort Scales
that exhibit excellent psychometric properties (Pace 1987). The CSEQ also contains a number
of items on self-reported growth-- including questions on "inquiry, synthesis, analysis, and
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communication" skills consistent with the domain of Goal 5.5. The CSEQ has been used at
over 150 colleges and universities, and national data have been compiled for comparison
studies. Activity and Quality of Effort Scales have been used in a number of studies of
collegiate impact (e.g., Pace 1990), and have been linked to academic performance
(Friedlander 1980).

5. ACT-ESS Alumni Questionnre. Available from the American College Testing Program
(ACT 1982) as part of the Evaluation Survey Service (ESS) of twelve questionnaires, the
Alumni Survey has been administered since 1979 to graduates of a variety of colleges and
universities. The instrument contains a number of self-report items on cognitive skills
dimensions consistent with the domain of Goal 5.5, and has been used in empirical studies of
college impact (Dollar 1992) and in several state and system-wide reporting systems.
6. NCHEMS SOIS Questionnaires. Developed by the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems (NCHEMS) in conjunction wiih the College Board (NCHEMS 1983),
the Student Outcomes Information Service (SOIS) questionnaires are intended to provided
college and university administrators with evaluative information on the effectiveness of
programs and services. Six instruments are available--ranging from an entering student
survey, through a continuing and former student survey, through completer and alumni
surveys. All six surveys contain a common core of self-reported goal items, and ask students
to address the degree to which each goal is important to them and the degree to which the
institution has enhanced their attainment of the goal. Several of these goal items are related
to the domain of Goal 5.5.
Questionnaires of this type have already been widely used to collect information relevant to a
national good practices indicator system. As noted in Section III, items on student
experiences and levels of involvement have been linked extensively to cognitive outcomes.
Instruments such as the CSEQ and CIRP surveys have been proven on national samples, and
provide an efficient means to collect data from a wide range of students and institutional
settings. For a number of these instruments, moreover, historical norms are available that
can be broken down by types of institutions and student clienteles to track progress. As in
the case of faculty surveys, moreover, available national vehicles for administering the types
of items required may already exist in the form of NCES' Recent College Graduate Study,
soon to be established longitudinally as "Baccalaureate and Beyond."

As in Section III, it is not the intent of this section to examine every existing survey or
data-gathering methodology used in prior investigations of fie factors related to collegiate
learning. Rather, the objective is to identify particularly promising types of
evidence-gathering, and to describe relevant existing instruments or methods that are readily
available and that have been administered successfully across many different kinds of
institutions and settings. As a final note, it should be recognized that a diversity of data
sources is itself important in developing a reliable set of indicators. Indeed, the nature of
indirect indicators is such that confidence in the message conveyed is as much a product of
the number of very distinct data sources tapped as it results from the technical precision or
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validity of any one method. Many of the same types of indicators can and should be
collected by means of several different sources.

V. Summary and Reconunended Actions
It is important to re-emphasize that this review was undertaken for a limited set of purposes.
First, effective policy demands obtaining information about all parts of the higher education
enterprise on a consistent basisincluding inputs, resources, processes, and outcomes. Good
practice indicators were thus always intended to supplement data gathered by other means.
To be effective in guiding policy, however, the extent of their validation as good practices
needed to be clearly established. One purpose of the review, therefore, was to summarize
what is known about the empirical connections between such practices and the collegiate
outcomes identified in Goal 5.5. Seccind, the policy context demands the development of
relevant, useful data that can be quickly and efficiently generated on a national basis.
Indicators of good practice were initially proposed in this environment partly because a
number of methods for collecting them were already developed. Another purpose of the
review, therefore, was to surface the leading candidates currently available as models or as
vehicles for assembling the needed data. Third and finally, the policy context favors the
development of indicators that are in some way linked to policy action. Although both
outcomes and "proxy" indicators may be useful in documenting the existence of a condition,
they provide little information about what ought to be done. A final purpose of the review,
therefore, was to examine the most promising candidates for "good practice" indicators in the
light of their ability to inform appropriate policy action.
Findings of the review on these dimensions are summarized in the accompanying chart.
Entries under the domain dimensions column of this chart are consistent with subsection
headings of Section III, anG describe particular types of potential indicators. Additional
columns of the summary chart contain the following:
o "Relative Strength" provides an overall rating of the association between each domain

or dimension and general collegiate attainment based on the empirical literature, as
reported in Section III. This rating is judgmental, and is based on the overall weight
of evidence reviewed. As a result, it is far from definitive. But the results of this
exercise appear sufficiently strongly-patterned that they suggest some conclusions.
Available evidence, for instance, suggests far stronger linkages between desired
outcomes and what happens in class and what students do, than it suggests the
importance of particular institutional investments or curricular structures. Where the
latter are important, moreover, it appears to be largely because of the opportunities
for actions and behaviors that they enable, and not so much because these features are
important in themselves.
o

"Available Methods" summarizes the primary methods in place for collecting data on
each domain or dimension, as described in Section IV. Again, many methods might
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potentially be included here that were not explicitly reviewed;, those included
represent approaches, a) that are currently available, b) that contain items that provide
a reasonable match with the domain in question, c) that have been used across
multiple types of institutions and settings, and d) for which there is a reasonable body
of experience in implementation and reasonable evidence of construct validity. It is
reassuring to note that at least some measures or approaches that meet these tests are
available for each potential indicator domain or dimension.
o

"Relative Ease of Data-Gathering" provides an overall rating of the level of
investment that would be needed to collect information on each domain or dimension,
using one or more of the methods noted in the previous column. This is also a
judgment-based rating, but it is derived from a range of past experience with the use
of such methods. Accordingly, national questionnaire studies based on existing
instruments and approaches are rated as far less difficult to implement than such
methods as catalogue reviews or ratings of the difficulty of student assignments that
require extensive assembly of materials and the application of sophisticated
methodologies.

o

"Policy Relevance" provides a judgment-based rating of the degree to which
information on each domain or dimension can be direcay related to policy decisions.
High "relevance" in this case means that the domain is clearly related to decisions that
can be made or conditions that can be immediately affected at the policy level, while
a low rating indicates that the domain in question is less likely to be quickly
addressed. Ratings of high relevance, for instance, are assigned to such areas as
curriculum structure or class size because such factors can be directly affected by
institutional policy or resource allocation. Only moderate ratings are assigned to
more complex factors that will require changes in teaching practice at the classroom
level, in faculty and student behavior, or in the wider climate for teaching provided
by the institution--even though these factors have been shown to be far more strongly
associated with student learning.

The "Overall Potential" column of the chart provides a summary rating of the assessed
potential of each domain or dimension for development as part of a national indicators
system, based on the review as a whole. The review's primary conclusion is that the
greatest potential for the development of indicators of good practice consistent with Goal 5.5
appears to lie with questionnaire-based data collected around specific instructional good
practices, the degree of academic involvement and student-faculty contact present in the
wider institutional environment, and specific student behaviors related to time on task and
"quality of effort." This approach would rely on both student and faculty surveys,
administered to systematic national samples. Also recommended for development, but more
difficult to accomplish, are indicators related to the "behavioral curriculum" based on
available national transcript methodologies, and parallel studies of the levels of difficulty of
representative cross7sectional samples of collegiate assignments and examinations. A final
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recommended line of development is the inclusion of appropriate items on self-reported gain
on any student questionnaires to be administered.
Given these recommendations, an appropriate next step would be to conduct a feasibility
study to determine the costs and logistics associated with collecting information of this kind
from a typical sample of institutions and potential respondents. While in some cases,
instruments and methodologies for collecting items of interest have been developed and used
on national samples, in most cases they have not. Accordingly, the major goals of a
feasibility study should be to develop an appropriate set of draft data collection instruments
consistent with the above recommendations, including faculty surveys, student surveys, and
transcript/student assignment-coding methodologies, and then pilot these approaches on a
reasonable sample of institutions or respondents.
Alternatives for such a study might involve, a) proceeding in conjunction with an ongoing
national study (for instance, the longitudinal study currently being conducted by the National
Center on Postsecondary Teaching; Learning and Assessment at the Pennsylvania State
University), b) selecting all institutions in a single state that already possesses a statewide
reporting system for higher education outcomes (for example, Florida or Tennessee), or c)
,/
selecting a representative panel of institutions that have already conducted appropriate
cognitive assessment activities and/or have had extensive experience in administering
longitudinal studies. Objectives of the pilot would be to both assess the feasibility of
collecting a range of good practice measures themselves, and to further establish empirical
links between obtained indicators data and available data on postsecondary outcomes at each
institution. Such an approach would likely require a year-long development effort before a
final set of appropriate national indicators of good practice could be fielded. But this
timeline ;s far shorter than that required to develop a direct assessment of collegiate
attainment.

It is important to recall that the case for developing indicators of good practice consistent
with Goal 5.5 rested originally on two grounds. First, direct assessments of the ability of
college graduates to "think critically, communicate effectively and solve problems" are
technically daunting and will be a long time in coming. Less direct approaches raised the
promise of generating useful data at an earlier point, allowing postsecondary education to
remain at the center of national interest. Second, the information provided by such
indicators would be of utility in itself in guiding the development of national policy. If such
indicators could be reliably linked to desired outcomes, they might be of far greater value in
inducing institutional change than would outcomes indicators used alone.
Results of this analysis suggest that this original case is justified. Appropriate indicators of
good practice that can be empirically related to desired collegiate outcomes are feasible, and
the technology needed to implement them is available. Pursuing this path in conjunction with
the development of national assessments of these abilities appears an efficient and effective
direction for policy.
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I evels of Expectation

Special Courses/
Instructional Designs

Types of Coursetaking

Breadth of Coursetaking/

Curriculum/Requirements

Broad General Education

A. Institutional Requirements;

Indicator
Domain/Dimension

Moderate/Strong (via
association with 'Small
Liberal Arts College"
effect)

Moderate (but likely
derivative)

Moderate

Weak/Moderate

Relative Strength
of Association with
Goal 5.5 Outcomes

Moderately Difficult

Difficult

Data-Gathering

Relative Ease of

of difficulty (e.g., Braxton
& Nordvall 1985)

rating examinations and
course materials by level

- Institutional Questionnaire$/
Inventories (e.g., Camson
& Poulsen 1989)

- Catalogue Review

Difficult

Difficult

Taken (Zemsky 1989)
- "Differential Coursework Methodology'
(Ratcliff & Associates 1988)

- "Breadth" and "Depth" of Courses

- Institutional Questionnaires/
Inventories
(e.g., Peterson 1987)

- Catalogue Review

Available Methods for
Collecting Indicators Data

Moderate

Low

Moderate

High

Policy
Relevance

Summary Chart of Potential "Good Practice" Indicators

4G

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Low

Potential

Overall

Strong

Peer Interaction

- Student/Faculty
Contact

Involvement
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- CIRP (Astin & Associates 1992)

CSEQ (Pace 1987)

e.g., CBEQ (Pace 1987)
CIRP (Astin & Associates 1992)

- Student Surveys

UCLA Faculty Survey

Strong/Moderate
(but also may require
data on nature of interaction)

(complex interaction
of fadors)

StronWmoderate

Strong

I rey lent eedback

Wider Institutional
Environment

Strong

Practice of Skills

(Gamson & Paulsen 1989),

e.g., 7 Prindples Surveys

in dass

-Institutional Surveys/Statistics

Faculty Surveys

Low/Moderate
(but likely derivative)

Available Methods for
Collecting Indicators Data

'Active t earning practices

Class Size and Structure

practice:

B. lihiructional "Good

Indicator
Domain/Dimension

Relative Strength
of Association with
Goal 5.5 Outcomes

Not difficult

Not difficult

Not difficult

Moderately difficult

Data-Gathering

Relative Ease of

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High

Policy
Relevance
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High

High

High

Moderate

Overall
Potential

"Quality of Effort"!
Involvement and
Investment

inie on lask

1.iident Behavior:

4 :4

D. &I:Reported Cognitive
Development:

C.

Indicator
Domain/Dimension

Available Methods for
Colleding Indicators Data

Moderate/Strong

Strong

NCHEMS SOIS (NCHEMS 1983)

- CSEQ (Pace 1987)
CIRP (Astin & Associates 1992)
- ACT-ESS (ACT 1982)

CSEQ (Pace 1987)

CSEQ (Pace 1987)
Strong/Moderate
(but also requires quality - CIRP (Astin & Associates 1992)
of investment measures)

Relative Strength
of Association with
Goal 5.5 Outcomes

I1/A

Moderate

High

Moderate

Not difficult

Not difficult

High

Moderate

Rellievacy nce
Po

Overall
Potential

Not difficult

Data-Gathering

Relative Ease of
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